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Abst rac t - -E f fec t ive  necessaxy and sufficient conditions are established for the stability in the 
Lyapunov sense of solutions of the linear system of generalized ordinary differential equations 
d~(t) = dA(t) . ~(t) + dl(t), 
where A : R+ -~ R ~x~ and f : R+ ~ R'* (R+ = [0,+oo[) are, respectively, matrix- and vector- 
functions with bounded total variation components on every closed interval from R+, having proper- 
ties analogous to the case of systems of ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients. The 
obtained results are realized for linear systems of both impulsive quations and difference equations. 
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1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
AND FORMULATION OF THE RESULTS 
Let A : If(+ --* R ~×" and f : R+ --* R ~ (]~+ = [0, +co[) be, respectively, matrix- and vector- 
functions with bounded total variation components on every closed interval from IR+. Consider 
the system of linear generalized ordinary differential equations 
dx( t )  = dA( t )  - x ( t )  + dr(t) .  (1.1) 
In this paper, the problem on the stability in the Lyapunov sense with respect to small per- 
turbations is investigated for solutions of system (1.1). In particular, effective necessary and 
sufficient conditions are obtained for the stability and asymptotic stability of this system which 
generalize the previous one in [1,2]. They are the analogues of the well-known conditions for the 
stability of linear ordinary differential systems with constant coefficients (see, e.g., [3,4]). 
To a considerable extent, the interest to the theory of generalized ordinary differential equa- 
tions has been stimulated also by the fact that this theory enables one to investigate ordinary 
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differential, impulsive, and difference equations from the unified viewpoint. 
form (1.1) can be rewritten: 
(a) the impulsive system 
In particular, in 
dx 
d~ = Q(~)x + q(t), for t ~ R+, (~.2) 
~(t ,+)  - ~( t , - )  = G ,~(~- )  + ~,, ~ = ~, 2 , . . . ,  (~.3) 
where Q : R+ ~ R ~×~ and q : R+ --* R ~ are, respectively, a matr ix-  and a vector-function 
with Lebesgue integrable components on every dosed interval from R+; Gk E R nx~ 
(k = 1,2 . . . .  ), gk ER ~ (k= 1,2 . . . .  ), 0 <t l  <t2  < . . . ,  lim~-.+o~tk---- +oc; 
(b) the difference system 
Ay(k -1)=Gl (k -1 )y (k -1 )+a2(k)y (k )+a3(k)y (k+l )+go(k) ,  k=l ,2  . . . . .  (1.4) 
where Gj(k) • R "×" and go(k) • R" (j = 1,2, 3; k = 0, 1 , . . .  ). 
Quite a few questions of the theory of generalized ordinary differential equations (both linear 
and nonlinear) have been studied sufficiently well (see [1,2,5-15] and the references therein). In 
particular, some questions of stability have been investigated, e.g., in [1,9,10,14] (see also the 
references therein). Analogous questions are investigated, e.g., in [1,2,5,8,16-18] for impulsive 
and difference systems. 
Throughout in the paper, the following notation and definitions will be used. 
N= {1,2, . . .} ,  No = 0UN,  R =] -oo ,+oo[ ,  [a,b] (a,b • R) is a closed interval. I i s  an 
arbitrary closed or open inl,erval from R. It] is the integral part of t • R. C is the space of all 
complex numbers z; [z I is the modulus of z. 
R"xm(c~×")  is the space of all real (complex) n x m-matrices X = (x~)~,j= 1 with the norm 
4=1 j~ l  
IXI " "  = (Ixijl)~,j=l; O~x~ (or O) is the zero n x m-matr ix.  
I f  X E C nxn, then X -1 is the matrix,inverse to X; detX  is the determinant of X, lnX  is the 
logarithm (the principal value) of X,  and r(X) is the spectral radius of X .  d iag(X1, . . . ,  X ,0 ,  
where X~ E C ~×~ (i = 1 . . . . .  m), nl ÷ . "nm -- n, is a quasidiagonal n x n-matrix; I~ is 
the identity n x n-matrix; 6ij is the Kronecker symbol, i.e., 6~ = 1 and 61j -- 0 for i ~ j 
(i, j  -- 1, 2 . . . .  ); Zn = (6 iT l j ) in j= l  • 
x n R n = R nxl is the space of all real column n-vectors x = ( ~)~=1. 
The inequalities between the real vectors (matrices) are understood compoaentwise. 
If X : R+ ~ R n×"  is a matrix-function, then Vba(X) is the sum of total variations on [a, b] of 
its components x,j (i : 1,.. ,n; j : 1,. .  ,m); V(X)(t) = (v(x,j)())~,#=1, where v(x~j)(O) = O, 
~(~,j)(t) = v~(~,j) for t > 0 (~ = 1 , . . . ,~ ;  j = 1 . . . . .  m). 
X( t - )  and X(t+) are, respectively, the left and the right limits at the point t 6 ~+,  (X(0 - )  = 
X(0) ) ]  dlX(~: ) = X( t )  - X ( t - ) ,  d2X( t  ) = X(t-4-) - X(]~). 
BV([a, b]; R nxm) is the set of all matrix-functions X : [a,b] --+ R ~xra such thatV~(X) < +co. 
BVtoc(I; R "xm) is the set of all matrix-functions X : I --* R '~xm such that  vba(X) < +co for 
a, bE I .  
Llo¢(I;N n×'~) is the set of all matrix-functions X : I --* R ~xm whose components are the 
functions measurable and Lebesgue integrable on every closed interval from R+. 
Olo¢(I;R nxm) is the set of all matrix-functions X : I --* R ~xm whose components are the 
functions absolutely continuous on every closed interval from I .  
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(~loc(~+ \ { k}k=z; R"×m), where 0 < tz < t2 < ., is the set of all matrix-functions X : R+ --* 
R '*×m whose restrictions to an arbitrary interval I c R+ \ {t~}k~=z belong to Clo¢(/; Rn×m). 
A matrix-function is said to be continuous, integrable, nondecreasing, etc., if such is every its 
component. 
sj, J : BVIoc(R+; II) - ,  BVto:(R+; R) (j = 0, 1, 2) are the operators defined, respectively, by 
and 
~(~)(0)=~(~)(0)=0;  
• ~(~)(t) = ~ d~(~),  ~(~)(t) = ~ d2~(~), ~o~ t > 0; 
o<v~t o<v<t 
so(x)(t) = x(t) - sl(x)(t) - s2(x)(t), for t C R+, 
y(~)(0) = ~(0), 
J (x ) ( t )=So(x)( t ) -  ~_. l n l l -dxx(T) [+ ~ lnl l+d2m(r) l ,  fo r t>0.  
o<~-<~ o~r<t  
If g : JR+ --* R is a nondecreasing function, x : R+ --* R and 0 < s < t, then 
x(-r) dg(T) = ,t[x(T) dso(g)(r) + Z x(l") dig(r) + Z x(r) d2g(r), 
a<r~_t a__r<~ 
where f],,~[ X(T)dSog(T) is the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral over the open interval Is, t[ with respect 
to the measure corresponding to the function so(g) (if s -- t, then f :  x(r) dg(r) ---- 0). 
If g(t) -- gl(t) - g2(t), where gz and g~ are nondecreasing hmctions, then 
/.' /' /.' • (~)dg(~) = ~(~)d,,(~)(~) - ~(~) d,2(g)(~), 
Llo¢(R+,R;g) is the set of alI functions x : R+ --* R such that 
for O<s<t ;  
[/:] • (t) dgj(t) < +o~, for b e X+, j = 1, 2. 
~ BVloc(R+;R lxn) and X :x ~n,m R.,×r., If G = (g~)~',~=z ~ = ~ k~Jk,~=l : IR+ ~ then 
t l n sj(a)ct) ---- (sj(g,k)()),:~=1, j = 0,1, 2, 
and 
I da( r ) .  X ( r )  = ~ks(~) dg,~(~) k=l ~,~----1 for O<s<t .  
A :  BVlo:(R+; R nxn) x BV~oe(R+; R~×m) -~ BVloc(R+; R ~×'*) is the operator defined by 
A(X, Y)(0) = Y(0), 
A(X, Y)(t) = Y(t) + ~.  d lX( r ) .  (In - dlX('r)) -1 daY(r) 
0<r<t  
- ~ d~X(~). (r~ + d~X(,)) -~ d ,Y( , ) ,  for t > O. 
O<r<t 
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We say that the matrix-function X E BVloc(R+;R ~×**) satisfies the Lappo-Danilevskii condi- 
tion if the matrices So(X)(t), SI(X)(t), and S2(X)(t) are pairwise permutable for every t • R+ 
and 
/o /: S0(X)(T) dSo(X)(T) = dSo(X)(r). S0(X)(~'), for t • R+. 
E(J; D), where J c N0 and D C R ~×'*, is the set of all matrix-functions Y : J -~ D. 
A is the first-order difference operator, i.e., 
Ay(k -1)=y(k) -y (k -1 ) ,  k = 1,2, . . . ,  for y ~ E(No;R~). 
We use the following formulas: 
fb f ( t )d  (~tg(s)dh(s))  = ~bf(t)g(t)dh(t) 
b b 
f S(t) dg(t) + ~ s i t )  eg(t) = S(b)g(b) -/(~)g(~) 
+ E dlf(t)'dlg(t) 
a<t<_b 
and 
- E d~f(t).d2g(t) 
(substitution formula); 
(integration-by-parts formula); 
a<_t<b 
/: /: /: h(t) d( I (t)g(t))  = h(t) f ( t )  @(t) + h(t)g(t) g ( t )  - 
+ ~ h(t)d2l(t).d2g(t) 
a<t<b 
E h(t)dlf(t)'dlg(t) 
a.~t~b 
(general integration-by-parts formula); 
f(t) dsl(g)t = ~ f(t)dlg(t), f(t) ds2(g)t = ~_, ](t)d2g(t), 
a<t~b a~t<b 
(/: ) dj f(s) dg(s  = f(t)djg(t), for t C [a,b], j = 1,2, 
for f,g, h E BVlo~(R+; R); a, b • R+; a < b (see [15, Theorems 1.4.25, 1.4.33, Lemma 1.4.23]). 
By a solution of system (1.1) (of the system of generalized differential inequalities 
dx(t) <_ dA(t) . x(t) + d](t)) 
we understand a vector-function x G BVloc(R+; R ") such that 
/: x(t) - x(s) = dA(T)- X(T) + f(t) -- f(s)(<:), for O < s < t. 
We assume that A 6 BV~c(R~;Rn×n), A(t) = (aij(t))~j= 1,A(0) = 0~×,~, f E BVIoc(R+;R'*), 
and 
det (In + (-1)JdjA(t)) # 0, for t E R+, j = 1, 2. (1.5) 
Condition (1.5) guarantees the unique solvability of the Cauehy problem for system (1.1) 
(see [15, Theorem III.1.4]). 
Let X • BVtoc(R+; R ~×~) be a fundamental matrix of the homogeneous system 
dx(t) = dA(t) . x(t), (1.1o) 
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and let x be a solution of system (1.1). Then 
• (tl = s(tl- S(to)+ x(tl f,j (S(s)- t(to))}, 
(variation-of-constants formula, see [15, Theorem III.2.13]). 
If fl • BVioc(R+; R) is such that 
for to,t • R+ 
1 + (-1)Jdj~(t) ~ 0, for t • R+, j = 1,2, 
then by 7(~) we denote the unique solution of the Cauchy problem 
dT(t) = 7(t) d~(t), 7(0) = 1. 
It is known (see [11,12]) that 7(fl)(0) = 1, 
")'(~)(t) = exp (So(~)(t) - So(fl)(O)) H (1 -- d115(~-)) 1
0<r<_~ 
I-[ (1 + ~(~) ) ,  for t > 0. 
o<T<e 
The stability in one or another sense of a solution of system (1.1) is defined in the same way 
as for systems of ordinary differential equations. 
DEFINITION 1.1. System (1.1) is called stable in one or another sense ff every its solution is 
stable in the same sense. 
It is evident hat system (1.1) is stable if and only if the zero solution of its corresponding 
homogeneous system (1.1o) is stable in the same sense. 
Therefore the stability is not the property of some solution of system (1.1); it is the common 
property of all solutions, and the vector-function f does not affect his property. Hence it is the 
property only of the matrix-function A. Thus, the following definition is natural. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A matrix-function A is called stable in one or another sense ff system (1.1o) is 
stable in t~he same sense. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let ~he matrix-function A E BVIoc(R+;R '~x") be such that 
)]% 
S0(A)(t) = ~ s0(~,)(t)S~, for t • ~+, (1.6) 
l=l 
and 
I n+( -1 )~d jA( t )=exp ( -1 ) JEd ja t ( t ) -B t ,  fo r teR+,  j= l ,  2, (1.7) 
l=l 
where ai • BVloc(R+; R+) ( /=  1, . . . ,  m), and Bt • R n×n (l = 1, . . . ,  m)are  pairwise permutable 
. ~' n) be elementary constant matrices. Let, moreover, (A - AtO n" (i = 1,.. ,mz; ~,i=l nu = 
divisors of the matrix Bt for every I E {1,. . . ,  m}. Then: 
(a) the matrix-~mction A is stable if and only if 
sup (1 +at($))n"- lexp(a~(t)Re~u) : t • R+ < +oo; (1.8) 
k/=l 
(b) the matrix-Junction A is asymptotically stable ff and only if 
lira I-I ( l+~(t ) ) 'n ' - texp(c~(t ) l te ,~a)  -- O. (1.9) 
t --*-I-oo/=I 
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COROLLARY 1.1. Let conditions (1.6) and (1.7) hold, where B~ ~ Nnxn (l = 1 . . . . .  m) are 
pairwise permutable constant matrices, and a~ • BV~o~(R+; R+) (l = 1, . . . ,  m) are such that 
lim a , ( t )  = +oo, I = 1 . . . .  ,m. (1.10) 
t---*+oo 
Then: 
(a) the matrix-function A is stable if and only if every e/genva/ue of the matrices B~ (l -- 
1, . . . ,  m) has the nonposi~ive r al part; in addition, every elementary divisor, correspond- 
/ng to the eigenvalue with the zero real part, is simple; 
(b) the matrix-function A is asymptotically stable ff and only if every eigenvalue of the ma- 
trices Bl (l = 1,... ,m) has the negative real part. 
If the matrix-function A • BVloc(R+;R "×' )  has at most a finite number of discontinuity 
points in [a, t] for every t > 0, then by ut(t) and v2(t) we denote, respectively, a number of points 
r e ]0, t] for which [[dlA(r)[[ ¢ 0 and a number of points r • [0, t[, for which ][d2A(~')[[ ¢ 0. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let A • BV~o~(R+;]~ n×n) be such that 
So(A)(t) = a(t)Ao, for t • R+, 
and 
djA( t ) - -A j ,  if[[djA(t)[[¢O, taR+,  j= l ,2 ,  
where a E BVIo~(R+; ~+ ) is a continuous function satisfying 
lira a(t)  = +co,  
t - - *+~ 
and Ao, A1, and A2 • R nxn are pa/rwise permutable constant matrices. Let, moreover, there 
exist numbers ill, f12 E R+ such that 
limsup lug(t)- &~(t)l < +oo, j = 1,2 .  (1.11) 
t---,+c~ 
Then: 
(~) the matrix-Junction A is stable if and only if every eige~vMue of the matrix P = Ao - 
/~1 ln(I~ -At )  ÷ f12 In(In + A2) has the nonpositive real part; in addition, every elementary 
divisor, corresponding to the eigenvalue with the zero real part, is simple; 
(b) the matrix-function A is asymptotieaUy stable ff and only if every eigenvalue of the ma- 
trix P has the negative reM part. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let the matrix-function A E BVioc(R+; R ~×~) be such that 
So(A)(t) = Cdiag (So(G1)(t),..., So(G,,)(t)) C -1, for t e R+, 
and 
In -k (-1)JdjA(t) = C diag (exp ((-1)JdjGl(t)) , . . . ,  exp ((-1)idjGm(t)) ) C -1, 
fo r t•R+,  j= l ,2 ,  
where C • C '~x" is a nonsingular complex matrix, Gl(t) - - - -  ~~:~ola/ i ( t )Z~l  (l = 1, . . . ,m;  
~=,  ~ = ~), ~,~ • BV~c(R+;~+) 0 = 1 , . . .  ,m,  i = 1 , . . .  ,~-  1), and ~,~ is a eomplex-~lu~a 
function such that Ream and Imam • BVto~(R+;R). Then: 
(a) the matrix-function A is stable if and only ff 
{ } sup exp(Re~lo(t)) IF[ ( l+~(t ) ) [ ( '~ ' -Wq: tER+ <+~'  l= l , . . . ,m;  
i= l  
(b) the matrix-function A is asymptotically stable if and only if 
n~ -1  
nm e~p(~o(t)) I'~ (l+~,(t))Ic"'-'/~J =0, ~--1,...,~. 
t--} +oo 
i=1 
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THEOKEM 1.2. Le~ au 6 R (~,I = 1 . . . . .  n), and #i : R+ --* R (i = 1, . . . ,n )  be nondecreasing 
~uncUo~ such tha~ s0(~)  • ¢ :oo(~+;~+)  (i = 1 , . . .  , ~) ~,d  
lim no(t) = +c¢, ai = llminf(r*ud2#,(t)) > -1 ,  i -- 1 , . . .  n, (1.12) 
f--*+ov t---~+c~ 
where ~oIt) - yo~ ~o(s )d~ + Eo<.<~tnt l  - n~(~)l - Eo<.<~l~l l  + n~(s)l,  ~o(t) - ~n{ l~. l  • 
(so(p~)(t))' : i = 1, . . . ,  n}, ~j (t) =- max{audj#~(t) : i -- 1 , . . . ,  u} (j -- 1, 2). Then ~he condition 
ai i<O, i= l  . . . . .  n, r (H)<l ,  (1.13) 
(au~(t))~,~= x ~o be asymptotically s~able; and if 
au>_0,  i¢ l ;  i , l= l , . . . ,n ,  (1.14) 
and 
aildl#i(t) <: min {1 -- aiidl~i(t), [1 + aiid:#~(t)[} , 
l=l, t~i 
then condition (1.13) is necessary as well. 
fort • R+, i = 1 , . . . ,~ ,  (:.1~) 
1.1. Impulsive Systems 
By a solution of the impulsive system (1.2),(1.3) we understand a continuous from the left 
vector-function x • Clo¢(R+ \ T; R n) (T = {t,, t2 . . . .  }) satisfying both system (1.2) almost 
everywhere on ]tu,tk+x[ and relation (1.3) at the point t~ for every k • {1, 2 . . . .  }. 
The stability in one or another sense of solutions of system (1.2),(1.3) as well as the stability 
of that system is defined as above. 
Besides the homogeneous system, corresponding to the impulsive system (1.2),(1.3), is defined 
by the pair (Q, {Gk}k~_l). Therefore in this case we discuss the stability of this pair instead of 
the stability of the matrix-function A. 
We assu Ine  
det(I~ + Gk) ~ 0, k - 1, 2 , . . . .  (1.16) 
By u(t) (t > 0) we denote a number of the points tk (k = 1,2, . . .  ) belonging to [0,$[. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let Q E Llo~(R+;R ~x~) andGk • R ~x~ (k -- 1,2 . . . .  ) besuch that 
O(~) d~ = ~ ~o~(t)B~, for t • R+, (:.17) 
[=1 
and 
Gk = exp (~klBl --/,~, k = 1, 2, . . . .  (1.18) 
\ /~1  / 
Here Bl • R ~×~ (i = 1 . . . . .  m) are paSrw/se permutable constant matrices, aol • BVIoc(R+;R) 
(l = 1, . . . ,  m) are continuous hmctions, and ak~ • R ( /=  1, . . . .  m; k - 1, 2 , . . .  ) are numbers 
such that al(t) >_ 0 for t 6 R+ ( /= 1, . . .  ,m), where 
a, ( t )=ao, ( t )+ E ae,, fo r t•R+,  I= l , . . . ,m.  (1.19) 
O___~k<t 
Let, moreover, (k -ku)  n'~ (i = 1, . . . ,m~; ~ ln~i  = n) be the elementary divisors of the 
matrix B~ for every i • {1,. . .  ,m}. Then the pa/r (Q, {Gk}~=l)/s table (asymptotically stable) 
if and o~y if condition (1.8) (condition (1.9))holds. 
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COROLLARY 1.4. Let Q • /aoc(R+;R "×'~) and Gk • R n×n (k = 1 ,2 , . . . )  be such that con- 
ditions (1.17) and (1.18) hold, where Bl e R ~x~ (l = 1,. . .  ,ra) are pairwiee permutable con- 
stant matrices, ao~ • BVIoc(R+;R+) (l = i,... ,m) are continuous fimctions, and ak~ E R 
(1 = 1 , . . . ,m;  k = 1, 2 , . . . )  are numbers uch that the functions al(t) (l = 1, . . . ,  m), defined 
by (1.19), are nov_negative and satisfy condition (1.10). Then: 
(a) the pa/r  (Q, {Gk}~=l) is stable ff and only ff every e/genva/ue of the matrices B~ E R n×n 
(l = 1, . . . ,  m) has the nonpositive tea /par t ;  in addition, every elementary divisor, corm- 
spending to ~he eigenvalue with the zero real part, is simple; 
(b) the pair (Q, {G~}~=I) /s asymptotically stable if and only if every eigenvalue of the ma- 
trices Bt • R ~×~ {7 = 1,...~ m) has the negative real part. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let 
Q(t) = ~(t)Qo, 
and there exist f~ • R+, such that 
fo r~cR+,  G~=G0,  k=l ,  2 , . . . ,  
l imsup Iv(t) - ~tl < +~,  
where Qo and Go are permutable constant matrices, and ~ E Lio¢(]R+; R) is such that 
fo +~ a(t) = +oo. dt 
Then: 
(a) the pair (Q, {Gh}~=l) is stable if and only if every eigenvMue of the matrix P = Qo + 
fHn( I ,  + Go) has the nonpositive reM part; in addition, every elementary divisor, corre- 
sponding to the eigenvalue with the zero reM part, is simple; 
(b) the pair (Q, {Gk }~=1) is asymptoticaJJy stable if and only ff every eigenva/ue of the ma- 
trix P has the negative real part. 
COROLLARY 1.6. (See [18].) Let Q(t) ~_ Qo, ak = Go (k = 1 ,2 , . . . ) ,  and tk+l - te = 7? = const 
(k = 1, 2 , . . . ) ,  where Qo and Go are permutable constant matrices. Then the conclusion of 
Corollary 1.4 is true, where P = Qo + r/-1 la ( I ,  + Go). 
THEOREM 1.4. Let aa • R, vki • R+ (i,l = 1 , . . . ,n ;  k = 1 ,2 , . . . ) ,  and u~ • L~¢(R+;R+) 
(i ----- 1 , . . . ,  n) be functions uch that the conditions 
O<t~<co 
and 
~ = l iminf (a~ivk~) > -1 ,  i = 1, . . .  ,n, 
hold, where ~(t)  _ min{ l~, lv , ( t )  : ~ = 1 , . . . ,  ~},  ~k -- m~{~,W~,  : i = 1 , . . . ,  n} (k = 1, 2 . . . .  ). 
Then condition (1.13), where H ((1 - 6~z)(1 + [a, I)- l la,~l[~i -1 , = ] )~,k~l, is sufficient for the pair 
G c¢ (Q, { k}k=l) to be asymptotically stable, where Q(t) - (cqlv~(t))~j=l and Qk = (oqlvki)~j=l 
(k = 1, 2 . . . .  ); and ff condition (1.14) holds, then condition (1.13) is necessary as well. 
REMARK 1.1. From Theorems 1.3, 1.4, and Corollaries 1.4-1.6, if we assume Gk ---- Onxn, 
Sk i=0,  V~i = 0 (l = 1 . . . . .  m; i = 1 , . . . ,n ;  k = 1 ,2 , . . . )  and /3 = 0, follow some results 
for the stability and asymptotic stability for the linear system of ordinary differential equations 
dx 
d--~ = Q(t)x + q(t), for t • R+. 
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1.2. Difference Systems 
Let Yo E E(N0;R ~) be a solution of the difference system (1.4) and let G E E(N0;R ~×**) be 
an arbitrary matrix-function. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A solution Yo E E(No;R") of system (1.4) is called G-stable ff for every E > 0 
and ko 6 No there ezcists 6 = 6(¢, ko), such that for every solution y of system (I.4), satisOdng 
ll(-f,, + a(ko))(y(ko) - yo(ko))ll + Ily(ko + 1) - yo(ko + 1)11 < ,~, 
the estimate 
I I ( I , ,+G(k) ) (y (k ) -yo(k ) ) l l+ l lY (k+l ) -yo(k+l ) l l<~,  for k > k0, 
holds. 
DEF~NITXON 1.4. A solution Yo E E(No; R ~) of system (1.4) is called C-asymptotically stable ff 
it is G stable and for every ko E No there exists 5 = 6(ko) > 0 such tha~ for every solution y of 
system (1.4), satisfying 
II(Z,, + G(ko))(y(ko) - yo(ko))ll + Ily(ko + 1) - yo(ko + 1)11 < *, 
the condition 
l im (ll(X, + G(k) ) (V(k )  - ~o(k))ll + Ii~(k + 1) - yo(k + 1)11) = 0 
k--~-I-c~ 
holds. 
We say that yo is stable (asymptotically stable) if it is O~x~-stable (O,,×~-asymptotically 
stable). 
DEFINITION 1.5. System (1.4) is called G-stable (G-asymptoticalJy stable) if every it~ solution 
is G-stable (O-asymptotically stable). 
It is evident that system (1.4) is C-stable (C-asymptotically stable) if and only ff its corre- 
sponding homogeneous system 
Ay(k - 1) ---- Gl(k - 1)y(k  - 1) + G2(k)y(k) + Ga(k)y(k + 1), k = 1, 2 . . . . .  (1.4o) 
is G-stable (C-asymptotically stable). On the other hand, system (1.4o) is G-stable (C-asymptoti- 
cally stable) if and only if its zero solution is G-stable (G-asymptotically stable). 
Therefore the G-stability (C-asymptotic stability) of system (1.4) is the common property of 
all solutions and the vector-function g does not affect this property. Hence it is the property of 
the triple (G1, G2, G3). Thus, the following definition is natural. 
DEFINITION 1.6. The triple (Cl,G2, Ga) is said to be G-stable (C-asymptoticaUy stable) if 
system (1.4o) is G-stable (C-asymptotieaUy stable). 
REMARK 1.2. It is evident hat the triple (G1,G2, G3) is G-stable if and only if every solution y 
of system (1.4o) is C-bounded, i.e., there exists M > 0 such that 
I I ( I , ,+C(k) )y (k ) l l+ l iy (k+l ) l l  <M,  k = 0 ,1 , . . . .  
Analogously, the triple (G1, G2, Ga) is G-asymptotically stable if and only if every solution y of 
system (1.4o) is G-convergent to the zero, i.e., 
l i ra  (ll(Z,, +G(k) )y (k ) l l  + Ily(k + 1)11) = o. 
k--,+oo 
REMARK 1.3. If the matrix-function G is such that 
get ( I ,  + G(k)) ~ O, k = 0,1, . . . ,  
and 
IlC(k)ll + [[(In +V(k))-~][ < M, k=O, 1 . . . .  , 
for some M > 0, then the triple (G1, C2, Ca) is G-stable (G-asymptotically stable) if and only if 
it is stable (asymptotically stable). 
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THEOREM 1.5. Let the matrix-functions G1, G~, G~ ~ E(No;R ~)  be such that 
det ( I~+G~(k) )#O,  k= 1,2, . . . ,  (~.~o) 
and 
o(~)  = ~ - exp - ~ ~,~(k  - ~) ~ , 
1----1 
where a(~) = (o,~(~))~,~=1, 
- 1 ,2 , . . . ,  0 .21)  
o~(~)  - (G~(k) + G~(~)) (~, + O~(k)) -~ , 
V~(~)  -- - (~, + G~(~)) -~ , 
G~2(k)  = Ga(k), (~.~) 
a2~(k) )  - ~., 
fl~ E E(No; R+) (l = 1 . . . .  , m), and B~ c R 2nx2n (l = 1, . . . .  m) are pairw/se permutable constant 
matrices. Let, moreover, (~ - A~i)n~ (i -- 1, . . . ,  m~; ~=z I nli = 2n) be elementary divisors of the 
matr/x Bl for every l E (1 . . . . .  m). Then: 
(a) the triple (O~,G~,G~) is stable if and only if 
sup{ ~I  (~-~'~ (1"t" B~(k))~'~-I exp(B~(k) Re A i ) ) z = l  \i~-1 : k ---- 0, 1 . . . .  }<4-00;  
(b) the triple (G1, G2, G3)/s Gl-asymptotieally stable if and only if 
k---*+oo/=1 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let the ma~rix-functions G1,G~,Ga ~ E(No;R =xn) be such that condi- 
tions (1.20),(1.2I) and 
lira fl~(k)= +o~, l=  l . . . .  ,m, 
k-~-I-oo 
hold, where [~e e E(No;R+) (l = 1~ . . . .  m), B~ • R 2nx2n (~ ----- 1,...  ,m) are pairwise permutable 
constant matrices, and G(k) ~- (Oil (k))~,j=l is defined by (1.22). Then: 
(a) the triple (G1, G2, Gs) is stable if and only if every eigenvalue of the matrices Bz (I = 
1,. . . ,  m) has the nonpositive real part; in addition, every elementary divisor, correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue with ~he zero real p~rt, is simple; 
(b) the triple (G1, G2, Gs) is asymptotically stable if and only if every eigenvalue of the m~- 
trices Bl (l ~- 1,. . . ,  rn) has the negative real part. 
COROLLARY 1.8. Let G j ( k ) = Goj (j = 1, 2, 3) be constant matrix-functions such that 
det(r,~ + oo , )  # o, det Gos :/: O. 
Let, moreover, A1,..., Am be pa~_rw/se different eigenvalues of the 2n x 2n-matr/x Go - (Goii)i.iffil,2 
where Gou ~- (Gin ÷ Go2)(I~ + Go1) -1, Go12 = Go3, Gore = - ( In  ÷Go1) -1, Go22 = In. Then: 
(a) the triple (G1, G2,G3) is stable if and only if [1 -Ai[ > 1 (i = 1,... ,m), in addition, if 
[1 - As[ = 1 for some i E {1,..., m}, then every elementary divisor, corresponding to hi, 
is simple; 
(b) the triple (G1, G2, Ga) is asymptotically stable if and only g [1 - hi[ > 1 (i = 1, . . . .  m). 
THEOREM 1.6. 
and 
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Let Gy( k) - Go~ (j = 1, 2, 3) be the constant matrix-functions such that 
G01 = (In - M~A~ + M2A3) - I s  - In, (1.23) 
Go2 = I,-, + (M1A1 + M2A2 - 21,)(1., + Go1), (1.24) 
Go3 = (In -- M2A2)S, (1.25) 
where Aj = ( ju)i,t=l (J = 1, 2), Mj = diag(#jl,  , Pin) (J = 1, 2) and S are constant n x n- 
matrices such that 
#1i > 0, #~i >_0, (1.26) 
and 
det( I ,  - M~A~ + M2A~) ¢ O, (1.27) 
Then the condition 
a ju < O, j=  l ,2,  i=  l . . . . .  n, r (H)  < l, (1.28) 
H 2 -~ - 
. . . . .  (lot3illlot2i'[ ) i , l=l '  where H ( -~i)mj=l, H~ ((1 6~t)l~J.II~-I-~)~,~=l 0 1, 2), Hm 
H~2 = ( la~z ,  - ~.11~.1-~)~,,~. is suMeient for $he asymptotic stabih'ty of the triple 
i = 11. . . ,n  , 
det((In - M2A2)S) ~ O. 
< rain {1 -- aj i i#ji ,  [1 + o~jii/~ji[}, j = 1,2, i=  1 , . . . ,n ,  
then condition (1.28) is necessary as well. 
2. AUXIL IARY PROPOSIT IONS 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a fundamental matr ix of system (1.1o). Then 
dX- l ( t )  = -X - ' ( t )  dA(A, A)(t),  for t E R+. 
PRoov.  By Proposition III.2.15 from [15], 
x - l ( t )  - x - l ( s )  = -X - ' ( t )A ( t )  + x - l ( s )A(s )  + dX- ' (v )  . A(T), 
Hence, using the integration-by-parts formula, the equalities 
d jX - l ( t )  = -X - l ( t )d~A( t ) .  (I~ + ( -1) Jd jA( t ) )  -1 , for t E R+, j = 1, 2, (2.2) 
and the definition of the operator .A~ we obtain 
X- l ( t )  - X -1 (s) = - X - l ( r )  dA(r)  
+ ~ d~x-'(~), alA(~) - ~ d~x-~(~). A(r) 
g<~'<t $<I"<~ 
= - X -1 (v)dA(~) - Z X -1  ( r )d lA(T) .  (I~ - dlA(~')) -1 dlA(~-) 
S<T<t Z' + ~ x -~(~-)d~A(~-)- (In + ~A(~-)) -~ e~A(,') = - X-~(. )  d~(~') 
fo r0<s  <t .  | 
and n 
~=t,l# (1.30) 
for 0 < s < t. (2.1) 
(Gol, Go2, Go3); a.rid jf 
a#~_0,  a2~2~_>1, j=1,2 ,3 ,  i# l ,  i , l= l , . . . ,n ,  (1.29) 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let the matrix-ftmction B E BVloc(N+; R "x ' )  satisfy the Lappo-DazlilevskE con- 
dition. Then 
b 
~ dexp(B(t)), exp(-B(t)) So(B)(b) - So(B)(a) 
(2.3) 
+ ~ (I~ - exp(-dlB(t))) + E (exp(d2B(t)) - In), for 0 _< a < b. 
a~:t<_b a<_t<b 
PROOF• Since So(B)(t), SI(B)(t), and S2(B)(t) (t E R+) are pairwise permutable matrices, we 
have in addition 
So(B)(t). djB(t) = diB(t). So(B)(t), for t ~ R+, j = 1,2, 
and 
Sj(B)(t). da_jB(t) = d3_jB(t). Sj(B)(t), for t • R+, j -- 1,2. 
Therefore, according to the general integration-by-parts formula, we find 
/° /' dexp(B(t)) . exp(-B(t)) = dexp(So(B)(t)) . exp (SI(B)(t) + S2(B)(t)) . exp(-B(t)) 
+ exp(So(B)(t)) dexp (S~ (B)(t) + S2(B)(t)). exp(-B(t)) 
b r 
--- ./. dexp(So(B)(t)) . exp(-So(B)(t)) 
+ E exp(So(B)(t)) dl exp (SI(B)(t) + S2(B)(t)). exp(-B(t)) 
a<t<_b 
+ ~ exp(So(B)(t)) d2 exp (SI(B)(t) + S~(B)(t)). exp(-B(t)). 
a<t<b 
Hence, 
dexp(B(t)), exp(-B(t)) = dexp(So(B)(t)), exp(-S0(B)(t)) 
+ E (I, - exp(-dlB(t))) + E (exp(d2B(t)) - I~). 
a<t<_b a<_t<b 
Due to the Lappo-Danilevsld[ condition, we easily get 
dN(B) ( t )  . Sg(B) ( t )  - k ~-m (N+m(B)(b) - S°k+'~(B)(~)) 
for every natural k and m. 
By this and the definition of the exponential matrix, we obtain 
b dexp( So(B)(t) - exp(-S0(B) (t)) 
= exp(So(B)(b)) - exp(So(B)(a)) 
+ ~ k!(m - k + 1)! dS3(B)(t)" S•-a+l(B)(t) 
m=l  k=l  
= exp(So(B)(b)) - exp(S0(B)(a)) 
E + ~ Sg'+~(S)(b) - SW~(B)(a) (-1) "~-~ • kT( :g! m=l m + 1 ~=o 
= exp(S0(B)(b)) -exp(S0(B)(a)) - £ 
S~+l(B)(b) S~+I(B)(a) 
m=t (m + 1)[ 
(2.4) 
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Thus 
Z b dexp( So( B)(t) ) . exp(-So(B)(t) ) = So( B)(b) - So( B)(a). (2.5) 
By (2.4) and (2.5), condition (2.3) holds. | 
LEMMA 2.3. Let the matrix-function A E BVloc(R+;R "x") be such that 
So(A)(t) -So(B)(t)  and I ,+(-1) Jd#A(t)=_exp((-1) Jd~B(t)) ,  j= l ,2 ,  
where the matrix-fmuction B E BVloc(It~+; R ~×") satisfies the Lappo-Dan ilevskil condition. Then 
the matrix-hmction exp(B(t)) is a solution of system (1.1o). 
PROOF, By (2.3), 
f /  dexp(B(r)),  exp(-B(r))  = A(t) - A(s), <_ < s. for 0 t 
Consequently, using the substitution formula, we get 
~*dA(r ) .exp(B( r ) )= f /d  ( f r  dexp(B(o)), exp(-B(~)))  . exp(B(r)) 
= exp(B(t)) - exp(B(s)), for 0 _< t < s. | 
LEMMA 2.4. Let the matrix-function Ao E BV~c(R+;R '~x') be such that 
det(I ,~+(-1)idjAo(t)) ~0, fo r t>t* ,  j : l ,2 ,  (2.6) 
where t* E R+. Let, moreover: 
(a) the Cauchy matrix Uo of the system 
dx(t) = dAo(t) . x(t) (2.7) 
satisfy the inequaliW 
[Uo(t, t')[ _< a exp (--~(t) + ~(t*)), for t > t*, (2.8) 
where fl C R~_ x", and ~ • BVloc(R+~ R); 
(b) there exist H • R~_ x'~ such that r(H) < 1 and 
exp({(t) -{(r)) JUo(t ,r ) ldV (A(Ao ,A-Ao) ) ( r )  < H, fott  >_t*. (2.9) 
Then an arbitrazy solution x of system (1.1o) admits the estimate 
I~(t)l ___ (x,... - H) -~ lx ( t * ) l  exp (-~(t) + ¢(t*)), for t >_ t*. (2.10) 
The proof of this lemma is given in [9]. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let to • [a,b], a, fl • BV([a,b];R) and 
1 + (-1)idea(t) ¢ 0, for t • In, b]. (2.11) 
Let, moreover, { • BV([a, b]; R) be a solution of the equation 
d{(t) -- ~(t) da(t) + dfl(t). (2.12) 
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Then i t  
2¢-l(t)~(t) -- "y-l(s)~(s) = ~,-l('r) d~(r) - E dlq'- l(T)" dlfl(T) 
s<~<t 
+ ~ d=7-~(r) • d~fl(r), for a <_ s < t <_ b, 
s<_r < t 
where 7 • BV([a, b]; R) is a solution of the Catchy problem 
dT(t) = 7(t) da(t), 7(to) = 1. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
PROOF. By (2.11), problem (2.14) has the unique solution 7 and 7(t) # 0 for t e [a,b]. 
Let a < s < t _< b. By (2.1),(2.12) and the integration-by-parts formula, we have 
f' f[ 7-~(t)~(t) - 7-1(s)~(s) = 7-t@) d~(r) + ~(r) dT- l (r)  
- ~ d~-~(~), d~Z(~) + ~ d~-~(~)d~Z(~) 
s<1"<t sc:v<t 
Z /; /; = t 7-1 (-r)~(-r) do~(~-) + ~,- 1 (~r) d/~(-r) + ~(-r) d,y-1 ('r) 
- E d lT - t ( r ) '  (~(r) d la(r )  + d, f l(r)) 
e<r<t 
+ ~ d~-~(~). (~(~1 d~(,) + d2Z(,)), 
s<~<t 
and 
/; 7-~(~) = 7-'(~) - 7-~(~)d~(~)+ 
+ ~ a~-~(~), a~(~)- ~ d~-l(~), e~(~), 
s.<a<r s<a<~ 
Therefore, (2.13) holds, since by the latter equality 
for s < ' r  <t .  
~(r) dT-l(~ -) = - ~(r)7-1 (~ ") da(~') 
+ ~ ~(r )d l "y - l ( r ) .d la ( r ) -  E ~(r )d~7- t ( r ) .d2a( r ) ,  
s<l"<t s<v<t 
= c - Bv@,b];R"x"), LEMMA 2.6. Let to • [a,b], C ( ik)i.k=l • 
for s < t. II 
and 
det (X, + (-1)%C(t)) # 0, 
1 + (-1)%c,(t) > O, 
for t • [a,b] \ {to}, j = 1,2, (2.15) 
for ( -1 ) i ( t -  to) > O, j :1 ,2 ,  i= l , . . . ,n ,  (2.16) 
Yg 
l+( -1) Jy :d j~k( t )>0,  for(-1)J(t-to)<O, j=1,2 ,  k=l , . . . ,~ .  (2.17) 
Let, moreover, the functions ca (i # l; i, l = 1, . . . ,  n) be nonincreasing on [a, to [ and nondecreas- 
ing on ]to, b]. Then 
U( t , s )>O,  fo ra<t<s<toor to<s<t<b,  (2.18) 
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where U (U(s, s) =- In) is the Cauchy matrix of the system 
dx(t) = de(t) ,  x(t). (2.19) 
PROOF. First we note that in view of (2.16) and (2.17), 
l+( -1 ) Jd#c~, ( t )>0,  for t e [a, b], j= l ,2 ,  i=1  . . . . .  n, (2.20) 
since the functions c~z (i # I; i, l = 1,..., n) are nonincreasing on [a, to[ and nondecreasing ]to, b]. 
Let s 6 [a,b] (s #to)  and k C { 1 . . . .  ,n} be fixed, and let zk(t,s) = (x~e(t,s))?~ z be the k th 
column of the matrix U(t, s). 
Asst l Ine  
~(t) = (y,(t)),~l, for t • [~, b], 
y,(t) = ~: l (c , , ) ( t ) .  z~(t ,  s), i = 1 , . . . ,  n, 
where 7s(c~,)(t) -- 7-1(c~)(s)  • "y(c~,)(t). Here, in view of (2.20), 7(c~i)(t) is positive for t • [a, b]. 
According to Lemma 2.5 and the integration-by-parts formula, we find 
~,(t) - ~(~) -- ~2~(~,)(~). ~k(~, s) d~(~)  
- ~ d lT / l (c , , ) ( r )  • z,k(r, s)dlCa(r)  
r<v___t 
+ ~ d2~:*(~)(~) •~k(~, s) d2~,(~)/  
% 
r<_v<t ] 
= 7s ' l (e i i ) (T )  • Xlk(Y , 8) dso(Cil)(T )
I#i, I=1 
+ ~ ~:~(~.)(~+). ~(~, s) d~(~)l 
/ 
= 7:  ~(~)(~) • 7 . (~,) (~)~(~) d~0(~,)(~) 
t#~,l=l 
r<r_<t 
% 
+ ~ 7 ; ' (~ , ) (~+) .  ~(~,~)(~) d~(~)~,  for ~ < ~ < t < b, i = 1, . . . ,  
r_<v<t / 
Hence y = (y~)~l is a solution of the Cauchy problem 
dy(t) = dC*(~), y(t), y(s) = e~, (2.21) 
where e~ = ($,~)~=1, C*(t) = (%(t))%~=1 , c~(t) ~ 0 and 
~,,(t) - 72~(~)0")  • ~,~(~)(~-)a~o(~d(~-) 
+ 17"2  ~ (e~)(~'-). 7~ (eu)(r) ds, (c4,) (r) 
£ + ~-~(eii)(~'+) .%(eu)(~')dse(ea)(r), i ¢ l, i,l = 1, . . . ,n .  
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In view of the conditions of the lemma, the functions ~z (i ~ l; d, 1 ~- 1,... ,n) are nonincreasing 
o,, l~, to[ ~nd no,~a~re~ing on ]to, b]. 
Let 
and 
Using (2.2), we have 
and 
A.(t) = ¢U~g(~.(c~)(t),... ,~ . (~) ( t ) )  
Q(t) = m~(c lx ( t ) , . . . ,~( t ) ) ,  fo~ t • [~,~]. 
I,~ + (-l)JdiC*(t) =/~ + (-1) 5 (ATe(t) + (-l)~djh;~(t)) (diC(t) - d~Q(t))A.(t) 
= (A~-l(t) + (-1)~djh:l(t)) [(/~ + (-1)~djQ(t)) A.(t) 
÷( -1) '  (djC(t) - d,Q(t)) A.(t)], for t • [a, b], j ffi I, 2, 
I,~ -I- (-1)JdjC*(t) = (As-l(t) "~ (-1)Jd.~h~-x(t)) (In + (-1)tdj(ff(t)) As(t), 
for t•[a ,b] ,  j~- l ,2 .  
for t E In, hi \ Tto}, j---- 1,2. 
j = 1, 2, 
Hence, due to (2.15), we obtain 
dec ( I .  + (- l) idjC*(Q) # 0, 
Therefore, according to Theorem 1.2 from [8I, 
where 
uniformly on [a, b], 
j = 1, 2, 
forte[a,b], j = 1,2, 
m---- 0, I , . . . ,  
zo(t) --- (In + (-1)'djC'Ct)) -1 ek, for (-1)J(t - s) < 0, 
Zm(t)----(In -I-(-1)'d,C*(t)) -1 --[e, "1" .~'t dC*('r)- Zm-l(r) 
~_~(t ) ] ,  for (-i)J(~ - s) < 0, +(-1)Jd~C*(t) • 
Taking into account he equalities 
djA,(t) = djQ(t). As(t), 
f~om (2.22) we have 
m = 1,2, . . . .  
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
/n + (-1)~d~O'(t) = (A~-I(t) "~- (-1)JdjA~-l($)) (In - Q~(t)) 
(2.25) 
x (Aj(t)÷(-1)JdjAj(t)) ,  fo r te  [a,b], j----1,2, 
where Qj(t) -- (-1)J(djQ(t) -djC(t))( In + (-1)~djQ(t)) -1. On the other hand, by (2.17) 
for (-1)J(t - to) <_. 0, 
for (-1)J(t - to) < 0, 
j = 1,2, 
j = 1,2. 
~-d (2.20), 
Q~(t) _> 0, 
and 
Ilqj(t)ll < i, 
Therefore, due to (2.25), 
( In+(-1)JdjC*(t)) -1 _~Onxn, for ( -1 ) J ( t - to )  <0,  j~- l ,2 ,  (2.26) 
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since by (2.20), 
A,(t) > Onxn, 
From (2.24) and (2.26) we get 
z~(t) > (I,, + (- i )~djC*(t))  -1 e}, 
Using now (2.23) and (2.24), we obtain 
y(s) >_ e~, y(t) > (1. + (-1)3d~C*(t)) -1 e~, 
On the other hand, by equalities 
u(t) = A;~(t)xk(t, s), 
inequality (2.28) implies 
for t • [a, b]. 
for ( -1 ) J ( t  - s) < O, j = 1, 2; 
for (-1)~(t - s) < 0, 
for t • [a, b], 
xk(t,s) >__ A~(t) (In + (-1)~d~C*(t)) -I e~, 
for ( -1 )~( t -  s) < 0, ( -1 ) J ( t - to )<0,  j=1 ,2 .  
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(2.27) 
m= 0,1, . . . .  
j = 1,2. (2.28) 
x(t) <y(t ) ,  fo r te  [a,b] \ {to} (2.35) 
Then the estimate 
j = i, 2. (2.3a) 
on the intervals [a, to[ and ]to, b], satisfying the condition 
x(to) + (-1)Jdjx(to) <_ co + djC(to) - co + djq(to), 
(2.33) dz(t) . sgn(t - to) < dC(t) . z(t)  + dq(t) 
and 
n 
Ed ic~k( t )< l ,  fo r ( -1 ) J ( t - t0 )<0,  j----l,2, k=l , . . . ,n .  (2.32) 
i= l  
Let, moreover, a vector-function x :  [a,b] --* R ~, x • BVtoe([a, to[, R '~) N BVloc(]t0, b], R'~), be a 
solution of the system of linear differential inequalities 
det (In + d~C(t)) ~ O, for t • [a, b] \ {to}, j = 1, 2, (2.30) 
1 + dj~(t)  > 0, for ( -1 )~( t -  to) _> o, j = 1, 2, (2.31) 
Since the latter inequalities are fumed for every k E {1,.. . ,  n}, we have 
U(t, s) > h,(t) ( I ,  + (-1) JdjC*(t))  -1 , for (-1)~(t - s) < 0, j = 1, 2. (2.29) 
By (2.26) and (2.27), condition (2.29) implies (2.18). | 
REMARK 2.1. In fact, we proved estimate (2.29) which is stronger than (2.18). Note also that 
the condition 
IldjC(t)ll < 1, for t • [a,b], j = 1,2, 
guarantees conditions (2.15)-(2.17). 
LEMMA 2.7. Let to • [a,b], co • R ~, q • BV([a,b];Rn), and a matdx-ftmction C = (c~k)~,uffit • 
BV([a, bl;Rn×'*), where c~ (i # k; i ,k  = 1, . . .  ,n)  are nondecreasing functions on [a,b], be such 
that 
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holds, where y • BV([a,b];IR ~) is s soJution of the system 
dr(t) = (dC(t).  y(t) + dq(t)) sgn(t - to) 
on the intervals [a, to[ and ]to, b], sa t~ the conditions 
(-1)JdCy(to) = 6C( to )  - y(to) + djq(to) ,  
and 
j ~- 1,2, 
(2.3e) 
(2.37) 
for t • [to + ~, hi, (2.41) 
fo r te  [to + e,b]. 
(2.42) 
d~(t)  = dCCt) . ~(t)  + d(q(O - g(O), for t • [to, b]. 
Let • be an arbitrary positive number. Then 
x(t) = q(0 - q(to + e) - g(t) + 9(to + e) + z(t )  {z - l ( to  + g) x(t0 + 
f2 } - dz -I(~). (q(r) - qCto + ~) - g(~) + g(to + ~)) , 
Hence, by (2.40), we get 
• (t) = ~(0 + z(t)z-1(to +~) (z(to + ~) - y(t0 + e)) + g~(t), 
whsr~ ~t  
~,(0 = -9(t) +#(to +e) + z (0]  dZ-Z(1-). (g(r) +s)). 
,It0 -{-s 
Using the integration-by-parts formula, we have 
f,i+. v(t, ~) d~o(g)(~) g.(t)=- - ~ U(t,~-)d~#(~) 
t~+~r<,r<:t 
- ~ u(t,~-+) d~g(~-), for t e [to +, ,  b], 
to+s~1"<t 
where U(t, ~-) = Z(t)Z-X(T)  is the Cauchy matrix of system (2.39). 
Evidently, 
y(to) ffi co, (2.38) 
PROOF. Assume to < b and consider the closed interval [to, b]. Then problem (2.36)-(2.38) has 
the form 
dr(0 = de(0. ~(t) + dq(0, ~(to) = co. 
Let Z (Z(to) --/n) be a fundamental matrix of the system 
dz(t) = de(t) • z(t), for t e [a, b]. (2.39) 
Then by the variation of constants formula, 
{ /' } y(t) = q( t ) -q (s )q -Z( t )  Z - I ( s )y (s )  - dZ-Z(~) • (q(r) - q(s)) , for s , t  E [to, b]. (2.40) 
Put 
pi t) -- - z ( t )  + x(to) + dC(r)  - z ( r )  + q(t) - q(to), for t E [to, b]. 
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On the other hand, conditions (2.30)-(2.32) guarantee conditions (2.15)-(2.17). Hence, ac- 
cording to Lemma 2.6, estimate (2.18) holds, and by (2.42), 
g~(t) <. O, for t • [to + ¢, b], 
since by (2.33) the function g is nondecreasing on ]to, b]. From this and (2.41), 
x(t) <_y(t )+U(t ,  to+z) (x ( to+e) -y ( to+e) ) ,  fo r t•  [to+e,b]. 
Passing to the limit as z --, 0 in the latter inequality and taking into account (2.18) and (2.34), 
we get 
~(t) < y(t), for t •]to,hi, 
since by (2.37) and (2.38) 
y(to+ ) = co + d2C(to) " co -b d2q(to). 
Analogously we can show the validity of inequality (2.35) for t E [a, tol. | 
REMARK 2.2. It is evident hat if in Lemma 2.7 we assume 
x(t0) < co, 
then inequality (2.35) is fulfilled on the whole [a, b]. Moreover, note that in this case inequali- 
ties (2.34) follow from the inequalities 
(-1)Jdjx(to) <_ d jC(t ) ,  co Jr djq(t), j = 1, 2. 
In particular, Lemma 2.7 fields the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Letto E [a,b], Co E R ~, q E BV([a, b]; R"), and C = (c~)~h=l : [a,b] --* R "*~ 
be a nondecreasing matrix-function satisfying conditions (2.30) and (2.32). Let, moreover, x : 
[a,b] -~ R ~, x e BV([a, t0[;R n) A BV(lto,b];Rn), be a solution of the system of linear integral 
inequalities 
(/,i ) x(t) _< co + dC(r) • x(r) + q(t) - q(to) • sgn(t - to), for t e [a, b], (2.43) 
satisfying (2.34). Then the conclusion of Lemma 2. 7 is true. 
PROOF. Let us introduce the vector-function 
(/,i ) ~(t) = co + dC(r) • x(r) + q(t) - q(to) " sgn(t - to), for t • [a, b]. 
It is clear that ~ • BV([a, t0[ ;R")n BV(]to, b]; R"). Moreover, by (2.43) ~ satisfies (2.34) and 
z(t) < ~(,), for t • [a, hi. (2.44) 
Since C is a nondecreasing matrix-function, from the latter inequality we find that x satis- 
fies (2.33) on the intervals [a, to[ and ]to, b]. Therefore, according to Lemma 2.7 and (2.44), the 
proposition is proved. | 
REMARK 2.3. Let the function fl • BVloe(n~+;R) be such that 
1 + ( -1) Jd j~(t )  > 0, fo, t • R+, j = 1, z 
Then if one of the functions fl, J(fl), and A(fl, fl) is nondecreasing (nonincreasing), then all the 
others will be same. 
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3. PROOF OF  THE MAIN RESULTS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. It is evident hat the matrix-function 
m 
B(t) =_ ~ adt)B(t) 
/=1 
satisfies the Lappo-DanilevskiI condition. Therefore, by Lemma 2.3, the matrix-function 
m 
X(t) = YI exp (a,B,), for t C R+, (3.1) 
/=1 
is a fundamental matrix of system (1.10). 
According to the Jordan theorem, 
B,- -C,  diag(J,,,( ,ll . . . .  
where Jn,(Au) = AuI,, + Zm~ is the Jordan box corresponding to the elementary divisor (A - 
Al~) "E' for every l • {1,... ,m} and i E {1,. . .mr),  and Cl • C "x'~ (l = 1,. . .  ,m) are nonsingular 
complex matrices. Hence, 
(3.2) 
fo r tER+,  l----1,. . . ,m, 
where 
""~ ~(t )  zJ for ~ • R+, l exp (~t(t)J..(A.)) = exp (~.~dt))  V~ 7 TM . . . . .  = 1, (3.3) 
In view of (3.2) ~d (3.3), it is evident that 
exp (at (t)B,) = Pu/k(~l(t)) exp (Aliat(t , for t • JR+, l ---- 1 , . . . ,  m, (3.4) 
i,k=l 
where pujk(s) is a polynomial with respect o the variable s, whose degree is at most nu - 1 
( i , k= 1, . . . ,n ;  l=  1 , . . . ,m) .  
Substituting (3.4) in (3.1), we find 
/31H (1 + a~(t)) " ' ' -1 exp (at(t) Re Ali 
l=1  
where ~1 and ~2 are mine positive numbers. 
The latter estimates imply the validity of the theorem. | 
PROOF OF COROhLARY 1.1. The corollary immediately follows from Theorem 1.1 since condi- 
tions (1.8) and (1.9) are equivalent to the conditions imposed on the real parts of the eigenval- 
ues Au (l = 1 . . . .  ,m; i = 1,. . .  ,m 0 of the matrices Bl (l -- 1, . . .  ,m). I 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.2. Let 
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and 
B, = Ao - f~, ln(I~ - A,) + f~2 ln(I~ + A=), B2 = ln(I~ - A~), Bs -- ln(I ,  + An). 
Then we have 
and 
3 
So(A)(t) = ~ so(a,)(t) . B~, 
l=l 
fo r t•R+,  j= l ,2 ,  
(3  ) 
exp (-1),  B, = + (-1) J&))  
/=1 
= I~ + (-1)JAj = IN + (-1) JdjA(t) ,  if [[djA(t)[[ # O, 
fo r t•R+,  j= l ,2 ,  
since the function a is continuous, and djui(t) = 5ij ( i , j  = 1, 2). 
Hence the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are fulfilled. The corollary follows from (1.8) and (1.9) 
since due to (1.11) the functions a2 and aa axe bounded on R+. | 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.3. The corollary follows from Theorem 1.1 if we choose the functions az 
(l -- 1 , . . . ,  m) and the matrices Bl (! = 1 . . . . .  m) in a suitable way. But the proof of Corollary 1.3 
is easier if we use same way as in proof of Theorem 1.1. 
By Lemma 2.3 the matrix-function 
X(t)  =_ C diag (exp(G1 (t)) , . . . ,  exp(G,~(t))) C -1 
is a fundamental matrix of system (1.10). Moreover, obviously 
. , -1  n , -1  [(-,-1)/~1 a~(t) o 
exp(e,(t)) -- H exp (au(t)Z~,) -- exp(am(t)) H Z j! z~,, 
i-~O i= l j= l  
for t 6 R+, l= l , . . . ,m.  
Hence, as in Theorem 1.1, the statement of the corollary follows. | 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. Let us prove the first part. Let au(t) -- aal~i(t) (i, l = 1, . . . ,  n), and 
[7o (t, r) be the Cauchy matrix of system (2.7), where Ao(t) =- diag(an(t) , . . . ,  ann(t)). Then 
U0(t,r) = diag (7(an)(t ) .  7-1(an) ( r ) , . . .  ,7 (a~) ( t ) .  7-1(a,~)(r ) ) ,  for t • R+, 
where 7(au)(t) (i -- 1 , . . . ,  n) are defined as above. 
According to Lemma 2.1, 
~ t ~[--l(ai,)($) -- " / - - l (a i i ) (T )  ---- - -  7--1((%,,)(8) dA(au ,  a , i ) ( s ) ,  
for 0 < r < t, i= l , . . . ,n .  
(a.5) 
Due to (1.12), there exists t* 6 R+ such that 
d2au(t) > -1,  for t_> t*, i = 1 , . . . ,n .  
Therefore, 
1 - t - ( -1) Jd jau( t )>0,  fo r t>t* ,  j -1 ,2 ;  i - -1 , . . . ,n ,  (3.6) 
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since by (1.13) the functions a .  (i = 1 . . . .  ,n) are nonincreasing. By virtue of Remark 2.3, the 
functions J(o~) (i = 1, . . . .  n) are nonnegative, nonincreasing, and 
- J(a.)(t)+JCa.)(r)>_ao(t)-ao(r),  for t > r >t* ,  i=  1 , , . . ,n .  (3.7) 
In view of (I.13), there exists 6 ~ ]0, I[, such that 
r(~/,) < 1, 
where HE ((1 -~ - '~ = -). = -6) h~) ,~. .x ,h~=(1-a~D( l+ lad) -X l~ l la . l  -a (i,k 1,..., 
Assume ~(t) - 6no(t). Then by (1.13) conditions (2.6) and (2.8) are fulfilled for f2 = In. 
Moreover, 
I soCa~D(t )  - ~o(~,~)(~)1 --- -h,~ ( so (~. ) ( t )  - soCmd(~)), 
fo r t>r>t* ,  i#k ,  i , k= l  . . . . .  n, (3.8) 
Idja~k(t)l <_ -h~kd~a~(t). (1 + dCa.(t)) t -1 , (3.9) 
fort>__t*, j-----l,2, i#k ,  i , k= l , . . . ,n .  
Let b,k(t) =--A(a,,atk)(t) (i,k----1, . . . .  n). Using (3.5)-(3.8), we get 
exp ( J (a . ) ( t ) )  - 7(aii)(t), for t ~ t*, i = 1, . . . ,n ,  
ftl  exp (~(t) - ~0") + J(a.)(t) - J(a~O(r)) dv(b+k)(r) 
< e~ ((1 - 6) ( J( '~.)(O - J (~O(r ) ) )  d~(bik)(r), 
fo r t~t* ,  iCk ,  i, k = l, . . . .  n, 
(3.10) 
[so(b~)(t) - s0(b,D(r)l _< (1 - 6)-1h~:© [(e - 1)so(ai,)(t) - (~ - 1)so(a~d)(1")], 
for t_>v_>t* ,  i # k, i,k =- l , . . . ,n .  
(3.11) 
Then 
(1 -  6 ) - t ( -1 )  j [1 -  (1 + (-1)Jdja~,(t)) z- l]  
_< d~, (O.  (I + ( -1 )%a. ( t ) )  ~-2, 
From this and (3.9) we conclude 
Idjb~k(t)[ <_ (1 - 6)- l(-1)Jh~k [(1 + ( -1) Jd ja , ( t ) )  e-1 - 1] 
fo r t>t* ,  j=- l ,2 ,  i ~ k, i ,k= l , . . . ,n .  
By (2.3), (3.10)-(3.12), and the definition of J(a,) (i -- 1, . . .  ,n), we find 
ft~ exp ((1 -- 6)(J(a~,)(t) J(ai~)(r))) dv(b~k )(~') 
< (1 -- ~)-lhik exp ((1 - e)( J (~i) ( t )  - J (~i ) ( r ) ) )  
xd  I" ( f t .  exp((1-e)J(a,,)(s)) dexp((e-1)J(a,,)(s))) 
=- (1 - 6)-lh~k exp ((1 - ~)J(a~)(t)) [exp ((z - 1)J(ai~)(t)) 
-exp((e-1)J(a,)(t*))]<_(1-e)- lhik,  for t _> t*, i~k ,  
fort_>t*,  j---- l ,2, i=  1 , . . . ,n .  
(3.12) 
i,k ffi 1 , . . . ,n .  
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Consequently, estimate (2.9) is fulfilled. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4 every solution x of system (1.1o) 
admits estimate (2.10). Thus A is asymptotically stable since by the first condition in (1.12) 
~(t )  -~  ~ as  t -~ ¢~. 
Let us prove the second part. Assume the contrary. Let conditions (1.14) and (1.15) be fulfilled, 
A be asymptotically stable, but condition (1.13) be violated. Then either 
for some i0 e {1,... ,n}, or 
but 
a,o~ o > 0 (3.13) 
~,, < 0, i = 1, . . . ,  n, (3.14) 
r ( /" / )  > i. (3,15) 
If condition (3.13) holds, then in view of (1.14) the vector-function x(t) - (#~*o),ffil is a solution 
of the system of generalized differential inequalities 
dx(t) <_ dA(t) ,  x(t), for t e R+. (3.16) 
Moreover, with regard to (1.12), (1.15), and the Hadamard's condition on the nonsingularity of
matrices (see [19, p. 382]) it is not difficult o verify that the conditions of Lemma 2.7 are fulfilled 
for sufficiently large to > 0. By this lemma, 
x(t) -< U(t, to)x(to), for t > to, 
where U(t, ~') is the Cauehy matrix of system (1.10). Hence, due to the asymptotic stability of A, 
we have 
I I~(t) l l  _< IIUCt, to)z(to) l l  ~ o, as t ~ +c~. (3.17) 
But this is impossible since i l z ( t ) l l  - 1.  Therefore (3.14) holds. 
From (3.14) we find 
0. ,_0,  i= l , . . . ,n  and a<0,  (3.18) 
where 0" = max{cq : i  - 1, . . . ,n}. 
Assume now that (3.15) is fulfilled. Then there exist a complex vector (e~)~'_ 1 and a complex 
n 
l~kl = 1, I~1 = "(/if) > 1, 
k~l 
number A such that 
~(1 - ,b,)(1 - o D- '  l~,~ll,,',,I-l.~k -- .x~, i = l,. . . ,n. 
and 
Therefore, 
I,~,,rl~l-< ~ (i -,,.,)-ll,:,,kll,::,,I _< (i -0.)- '  
k=l,k~i 
The last inequalities, (1.14) and (3.18), imply 
0- -<(1 -0 - )  -1  ~ a,,,,Ic,.l+~,,l~l 
k=l,k~i 
Ioakllc,~l, 
k=l,k~, 
= (1 - 0") -1  ~ ~,klckl + (1 - ,:,')-l~.te, I -- o(1 -- 0.)-io~.lc~ I 
k=l,k~, 
___ (i - 0-)-1 ~ ~,k I c~ I, i =. 1 , . . . ,  n. 
k :  1 
: 1,...,n. 
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and 
I 
k----1 
I 
Consequently, the vector-function x(t) -- (Ickl)~fx is a solution of the system of differential in- 
equalities (3.16). As above we can show that (3.17) holds. But this is impossible since Ilx(¢)ll _= 1. 
The obtained contradiction proves the theorem. II 
To prove the results concerning the impulsive system (1.2),(1.3), we use the following concept. 
It is easy to show that the vector-function z E C'to©(R+ \T ;R  n) (T ~- {t l , t  2 . . . .  }) is a solution 
of the impulsive system (1.2),(1.3) if and only if it is ~t solution of system (1.1), where 
A(0) = o~,  /(0) = o~; 
i' /o' A(~) = Q(r) dr + y~. a~, l ( t )  ffi q(r) dr + ~ gj, for t > 0. 0_<t# <t  0_<tj <t  
Therefore system (1.2),(1.3) is a particular case of system (1.1). In addition, condition (1.5) is 
equivalent to condition (1.16). Thus Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 and Corollaries 1.4, 1.5 are particular 
cases of Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and Corollaries 1.2, 1.3, respectively. Corollary 1.4 follows from 
Corollary 1.3. 
Consider now the diiference system (1.4). 
PROOF OR TH~.ORIgM 1.5. We construct a system of the form (1.1) corresponding tosystem (1.4) 
in order to apply Theorem 1.1. 
Let 9 E E(N0', R n) be a solution of the difference system (1.4). Then the vector-function 
E(No; R~),  where z = (zd~_-i 
zl(k) -- (In + Gt(k))y(k) and zz(k) --- y(k ÷ 1), k - O, 1 . . . .  , 
is a solution of the 2n x 2n-difference system 
AzCk - 1) = G(k)z(k) + g(k), k = 1,2, . . . ,  (3.19) 
where G(k) = (G~j(k))~dffil is defined by (1.22), and g(k) = (g~(k))~ffil, where g1(k) -- go(k), 
a2(k) -= 0. 
Conversely, if z(k) -- (z~(k))2ffil (k -- 0,1,. . .  ) is s solution of the 2n x 2n system (3.19), then 
due to (1.20), ~/(k) = (I, + Gl(k))- lz l(k) (k -- 0 ,1, . . . )  is a solution of system (1.4). Indeed, 
by (3.19) we have 
z2(k) = (z~ + a l (k  + 1) ) -~(k  + 1) = y(k + 1), k = 0,1 , . . . ,  
and 
(In + G l (k ) )y (k  - 1) - (I,~ + g l (k  - 1))y(k - 1) 
= (al(k) + G2(k)) ~(k) + a3(k)~(k)  + gl(k), k = O, 1, . . . .  
i.e., y satisfies ystem (1.4). 
On the other hand, the vector-function z(k) (k = 0,1,. . .  ) is a solution of system (3.19) if and 
only if the vector-function x(t) = z([t]) for t E R+ (It] is the integral part of t) is a solution of 
the 2n x 2n system (1.1), where 
A(t) = O~x2.,  and f(t) = Oz~, for 0 _< ~ < 1, 
[~l [~l 
A( t )=~c(~) ,  ~d / ( t )=~g(~) ,  fort_>1. 
iffil i=.I 
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It  is evident that d2A(t) ---- O2n×2,~ for t E JR+, dlA(t) = O2,~×~, for t • R+ \ N, and dlA(k) = 
G(k) for k E N. Therefore, det(I2n+d2A(t)) = 1 for t • R+, det(I2,-d~A(t)) = 1 for t c ]~+ \N,  
and by (1.21), 
det( I2,  - dlA(k)) = det(I2n - G(k)) 
= det (exp ( -  ~=x Aflt(k -1)  . B,) ) ~ 0, k = 1 ,2 , . . . .  
Thus (1.21) guarantees condition (1.5). 
Finally, if we assume az(t) =- fll([t]) (1 = 1 , . . . ,  m), then the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are 
fulfilled. Consequently, Theorem 1.5 follows from Theorem 1.1 if we take into account that 
tlx(k)ii = i1(I~ + ~l(k))y(k) l i  + Ily(k + X)li, k = O, 1 , . . . .  
Corollaries 1.7 and 1.8 follow from Corollaries 1.1 and 1.2, respectively, or from Theorem 1.5. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6. As above we construct a system of the form (1.1) in order to apply 
Theorem 1.2. This system differs from the system constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.5, since 
Theorem 1.2 cannot be applied to the last system. 
By (1.23), (1.25), and (1.27), 
det ( /~+Go, )  ¢0  and detGoa¢0.  (3.20) 
It is easy to verify that the vector-function y • E(N0;R ~) is a solution of the homogeneous 
difference system 
Ay(k - 1) -- Goiy(k - 1) -b Go2y(k) + Go3y(k q- 1), k -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  
2 E(N0; R'), where if and only if the vector-function z = (zi)i= 1 E 
zl(k) = (In + GOl)y(k) and z2(k) = (In + Gol)y(k) - Sy(k + 1), k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  
is a solution of the 2n × 2n-difference system 
a~(k  - 1) = a0~(~) ,  k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  (3.21) 
where Go 2 = (G,~), j=I ,  G~, = (V01+G02+~2S) ( I ,+G01) - l -G ,2  (~ = l ,  2), V,2 = ~,21 , -G03S -1 
(~ = 1, 2). 
In addition, 
lim [[y(k)l I = O, iff lim IIz(k)li = 0 (3.22) /,--*+¢~ k--*÷c~ 
Moreover, the vector-function z(k) (k = 0, 1 , . . .  ) is a solution of system (3.21) if and only if the 
vector-function x(t) --- z([t])(t • R+) is a solution of system (1.10), where 
A(t) = It]Go, for t • R+. 
In addition, 
nm [iz(k)ll = 0, iff lira IIx(011 = 0. (3.23) 
Clearly, d2A(t) = 02 ,12 ,  for t E R+, dlA(t) = O2,12,  for t • R+ \ N, and d,A(k) = Go for 
k C N. On the other hand, by (3.20), 
det(I2~ -dlA(k))  -- =t= det S .det(In + Gol)-l detGo3 ~ O, k = 1,2, . . . .  
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We assume #i(t) = #~,[t] and p~+,(t) =/~[t] for t • R+ (i = I, ...,n). Then, due to (1.26), 
/~ (i = 1 , . . . ,  2n) are nondeerensing functions uch that So(/~)(t) = 0 and d~p~(t) = 0 f~r t 6 R+ 
(i = 1,... ,2n), d,p4(t) = 0 for t ~ R+ \N  (i = 1,...  ,2n), and d l . i+n( j _ l ) (k  ) = . j l  (2 = 1,2; 
i = 1 , . . .  ,n; k = 0 ,1 , . . . ) .  Hence, rm(t) = ~(t )  = 0 for t • R+, a, = 0 (i = 1 , . . ,  ,2n), v~(t) = 0 
for t ~ R+ \N ,  and n,(k) --- max{a~,##~ : j  = 1,2; i = 1 , . . . ,n}  = const < 1 for k • N if a , ,  < 0 
(j = 1,2; i = 1 , . . .  ,n). Thus condition (1.12) is fa,lt~lled. 
Assume now A~ = A# (j ---- 1,2), As, = As, and A,s = M{I(M2A2 -I.) = (#~*(paia2i/- 
6a))~,,.,. Then, by (1.23)-(1.25), 
A(t) = [t](MmAm~)Ij=~ = (aa#,(t))~=~, for t ~ R+, 
where aa = ~u~ (i, l  = 1 . . . .  ,n), c~n+~ = /~ l (a~ap~-&a)  (i,! = 1 , . . . ,n ) ,  a ,+a  = e*aa 
(i,1 = 1, . . . ,  n), and a,+,,+~ = a~a (i, 1 = 1, . . . ,  n). 
~Ioreover, 
2 
(H. . j )mj=,  = ((1 -6,,)(1 + I,,d)-~l~alla.l-*)~,~.z. 
Therefore, conditions (1.13)-(1.15) are equivalent to conditions (1.28)-(1.30). In view of condi- 
tions (3.22), (3.23)~ aad Remarks 1.2, 1.3 we conclude the validity of the theorem. | 
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